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ABSTRACT
This guide describes the assistance that modern

technology and microcomputers can provide for individuals with
significant cognitive disabilities who frequently have secondary
physical, communication, or sensory impairments. Applications of
technology can be made to increase access to learning for these
students in the areas of motor training, mobility, environmental
control, communication, and socialization. In addition to helping
students become prepared to participate in instruction, technology
can assist in delivering instruction. Specific prompting strategies
can be employed to teach students how to focus attention on the
criticaa features of the stimulus presented. Systematic reinforcement
of correct responses is also important. Effective graphics can be
incorporated into computer-assisted instruction and augmentative
communication systems. Speech technologies, both speech synthesis and
digitized speech, are also being used in instructions/ applications.
The need for customizability of software and hardware is emphasized.
A list of 20 readings, 4 organizations, 3 periodicals, and 10 product
sources concludes the guide. (JDD)
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Students with Severe and Profound Disabilities
The terms "severe" and "profound" refer to any

disability that significantly limits a personls ability to
perform daily tasks. The disalAlity may be one of many or
a combinatton of two or more disabilities. For the
purposes of this gukte, the person with severe or profound
disabileties has a signdicant cognitive disalAny as the
primary disability. Frequently there ha an accompanying
secondary physical disability affecting gross or fine motor
muscle control; a communication disability affecting
receptive m expressive language: or a sensory impairment
affecting visual. auditory. tactual. or vestibular processing
abthU

Because the characteriatts of students with severe
disabilities are higlily varied, it is diffkult to ffnd solutbits
to assist them In reaching a level of independence. Since
the early 1980s. modern technology and the
microcomputer have given these students a new set of
tools, allowing them to achieve greater levels of
independence. The technology brings the worki within
reach and makes instructkm an activity worth pursuing.

Access to Instruction
and the World Beyond

Traditional instruction. which depends on auditory.
written, and visual materials, must be adapted to the
needs of people with severe disabilities. Technology
allows for many adaptations by converting one medium to
another or by accepting minimal responses for complex
tasks. Technology provides a potential access to
instruction that previously was unavailable.

One of the goals of every educational program should
be to increase levels of independence. Areas of focus
include communication, motor. vocational. social, and
daily living skills. Technologf can help achieve this goal
in all areas, although current technology applications hi
the vocational and daily livingareas are not common. The
following is a description of some applications of
technolog to Mamie access to learning for students with
severe and profound disabilities.

Motor Mining
Severe awitive limitations are often accompanied by

severe motor limitations, which inhibit students from
participating in many school and other learning activities
requiring bands-on interactions. The motor limitatkms
may also extend to communicative motor movements.

such as reaching arkl pointing or merely indicating yes
aml no.

A variety of switches are available that meet the motor
needs of students with even the most severe disabilities.
IA list of compantes providing these switches can be found
in the Resources secticar of this guide.) Switches come in
six basic types: Fessure. pneumatW, mercury. light.
sound. and bitifeedbmk. Pressure and ltgAt switches are
most used for motor InT4rtuns that emphasize reaching
goals. pneumatic for breath-control goals. mercury for
postural development goals, and biofeedbmit kir specific
musck movement pals. Sound switches are not usually
used for motor development purposes.

One baste application of the technology addresses
these Milani:mit. Simple microswitches can be used to
encourage muscular devekipment and specific motor
movenusits. A battery-operated device can be connected
to one of these switches to provide reinforcement to the
student every time the switch is touched. One example is
a pressure-type plate switch. By positkining the switch In
places that will encourafr reaching or other motor
movements, teachers can supplement any motor training
program to involve active exercises.

Different body parts can be used to activate the=
switches. dependingon the switch destgn. Common motor
movements for this type of training include limb extension
(reaching. touching, pointing), eye blinking, breath
controls and postural musele control. FOr example.
postural muscle development can be trained using a
mercury switch that can be worn on a hat, headband, or
barrette, and connected to a battery-operated device like
a tape recorder. This type of switch responds to position
chanp. When the student reaches the target position
sitting in midline), the switch activates the tape recorder.
which provides reinkneement such as a favorite song or
a few encouragtng words from a parent or sibling.

For the more physically capable but cognitively
Impaired student, the technology offers opportunities for
motor development as well. Motor training goals for this
group usually emphasize motor coordination such as
eye/hand coordination, accuracy of pointing skills, and
linger/hand coordination in preparation for specific
applicaitons such as keyboarding.

Er/hand coordination can be taught using the same
simpW microswitch technologies described previously, by
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regairing coordinatitm of the mowing. t Wale with sonic
other event or action. However, the coMputer is the most
common use of technology in this area. Simple gainellke
programs are used to provide the student with practbm in
visual tracking and elictting a coordinated motor
response. For example. the anti-aircraft game on the
Motor Training Oames disk sends an airplane across the
screen. The student must activate a switch (any design)
while the plane Is still au the screen.

Advancing beyond that has* skill. other programs
teach the visual trackingola scanninimetem. a selection
system frequently used in early academic software and
programs for augmentative communIcatkm (e.g.. Rabbit
Scanner, Run Rabbit Run). Still other programs are
available to teach more advanced skills, such as
keyboarding using either the stamlard keyboard (e.g..
Letter Recognition. Dr. Peers TaikiWriter) or alternate/es
to keyboards (e.g.. Jogseck Tratner).

Mobility
Battery-powered wheelchairs have beta available for

quite some time. They way originally operated by a series
of buttons or a joystick. This has changed with the
availability of microswitehes. A person can now use any
body part, no matter how small the movement, to activate
the wheelchair. A swikit-contsolled wheelchair gives an
indivIdual with a severe or profound physical disability
the opportunity to move independently.

Environmental Control
One of the earliest concepts infants learn is the control

of their environment. As children grow older, the things
they want and need to control become more complex.
Children with severe disabilities most often lune limited
opportunities to control the things around them because
of their cognitive, verbal, and motor disabilities.
Technohvy offers them control opportunities beginning
with teaching the most basic concept of controlcause
and effect. Simple technolVes can be used to control toys
for young children and simple electrkwl devices fix older
people. Studkas using thew technologies have found that
people with severe disabilliks quickly denumstrate an
understandingof the causeeffect relationships:al quickly
begin to show a prektrence for the kinds of objects they
want to Interact or play with. When provided the
opportunity to control the environment and communicate
their likes and dislikes, many students have been able to
move themselves beyond their karned helpkwsnesar
state. These newfound abilities to (=trot devices in the
environment and indicate preferences can later be
Integrated with other capabilities, such as verbal
communkation and mobility. into one system.

For the older student, the battery-operated toy can be
substituted with an electrical device, sueh as a blender.
food processor. model train, race car. fan, or vibrating
pillow, to name just a few. Because most of these items
are electrical. it is necessary to use a special device that
connects the switch to the appliance. Steven Kamm and
AbleNet are two compankm that make such safety devices,

which eliminate the rtsk of electrical shock. Toys adapted
for switches. amall electrkal devices, and microswitches
are available frown many vendors, including Don
Johnston; TASH. Inc.; and Abbeget.

Thrtnigh a combination of microswiteltes. a computer.
and an environmental control system. all electrical
appliances in a house can be turned on and off with the
activatkm of a single switch. This is ideal for a person
with severe physical disabilities. Lamps. TVs, stereo
systems. automatic door locks, and even thermostats can
be controlled. This type of system offers a level of
independence that weviously was unavailable.

Conununicatkm
A great many people with severe or profound

disabilities are nonverbal or have severe speech
Impairments. Augmentative and alternative
communication (AACI refers to devices or techniques that
enhance or sumgement speech, to achieve goals such as
the following

Enhanced daily communication.

Comprehension of langualp.

Facilitation of the development or return of natural
speech and spoken language comprehension.

Development IA crennrunication akilk

Incromed access to basic human Interaction.

Itchnology provides many enhanced AAC devices to
help people achieve these pals. Features now available
to users include spoken and written output.
rate-enhancement techniques. and access to large
vocabularies. In addition, these devices can be
customfted, can be portable, and can accept almost any
methodafaccess to the device itself. Studies have shown.
however, that there ts still much to learn about how to
teach people to effectively use MC devices.

Several devices assist indivkluals with expressive
communication disorder& Most of these devices produce
some type of speech output. For example. when the user
touches the pressure-sensinve surface of the introralker
or Ivor, the device responds auditorially with a
preprogrammed sound. word, phrase. or sentence. The
same output can be accessed from similar devices.
(LightTaiker and Sean Way), through the use ef a
microswitch. Some devices interface with a computer.
providing access to word processors, databases.
spreadsheets. telecommunication and games. The
portability and power of laptop computers is making it
possible to ccunbine a computer and communicatton
device in one small package.

Socialization
Because much of the educational program Is highly

individualized, the social skills of students with severe
disalMhties frequently do not receive adequate attentIon.
yet social situations prevail in educatkmal settings and
provide opportunities for abundant intrinsic karning
opportunities. Computer technologies provide the
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potential for training students to be active participants In
social settings. Because the technologr can &rept a
variety of individual responses, many people with a broad
set of skills can partklpate in a single activity.

Using computer-based games. students can learn
turn-taking skills, group cooperation skills, and the joy of
being part of a group. Many simple games are available
from the LAUSDAICLA Early Interventfon Protect, which
focuses on the social skill development of young children
with disabilities. For older students, off-theshelf games
can be accessed thrtagh keyboard muleteer) such as the
Adaptive Firrauxue Card or PC Aid.

Interactive group activates can also be set up without
the computer usIng the switch technologies. For example.
an electrk train can be -passed" frmn student to student.
In this activity, each student has a switch that controls a
specific section of track (Keefe, Rosenberg, Boyd, &
Hutinger. 1990). Social skill develownent opportunities
are unlimited given the creative thinktng of teachers.

Summary
Motor skills, mobility, environmental control.

communication, and socialization are all skills that
enhance an Individual's opportunities and memos In
participating in the educational process. New
technokigies are providing new potential to achieve h4gher
skill levels. With these increased abilities, students with
?severe or profound disabilities are becoming even more
rtscly to partkipate In more formal instructIon.

Technology to Deliver Instruction
The learning styles and capabilities of people with

severe or profound disabilities vary even more than their
physical and sensory abilities. Language and attention
deficits are two prevalent learner characteristics.
Language deficits typically result from auditory
processing. verbal memory, and verbal problem-solving
deficits or delays. Attention deficits are noted in students'
ability to attend to only one dimension of a stimulus
complexoften the Incorrect one.

Information feedback and .faMiutegat.

These learner characteristics suggest that specific
prompting strategies need to be employed to teach
students with severe disabilities how to focus attention on
the critical features of tim stimulus presented. Additional
cues that exaggerate ix draw attention to the crincal
features should be used during early Instrwtion and then
faded In a systematic manner. These cues may be placed
close to the training stimulus during the early stags of
instruction and gradually made more distant. Animation
of the critical features may also be used, that present
sequences of positive and negative examples of the
concept to be learned.

Systematic reinforcement of correct responses Ise vital
component in the instruction of people with severe
cognitive disabilities. However, due to their limited
response repertoires and limited opportunities to interact

because of sensory, motor, and ccgnitive Impairments1 it
is often difficult to determine what the reinforce= are. As
noted earlier, people with disabilities do have the ability
to Indicate preferences, and it Is Important to listen- to
what is being satd. It must be understood, however. that
reinforce= can Ouctuate. Satistem cm one reinforcer can
easily occur. especially If overused. For some reason.
what wcwked mi ow day may not work on another. Being
perceptive to timse changes is critical.

To be effective, retnforcers should be presented
Immediately following the correct response. Mot t
computer systems cannot activate the reinforcer fast
enough to meet this requirement. so an auditory signal ts
often toed as the Immediate reinforcer. followed by the
principal tx true reinforcer. This principal reinforcer can
then serve as the discriminative stimulus for the next
response, creating a behavioral chain. Feedback for any
Incorrect response should not reinforce the wrong
response, but should encourage continued attention to the
task

These principles of gpod instruction provide guidcluns
for evaluating and authoring software for the classrcom.
The complier is capable of systematicatly changing the
mesentatton of cues and delivering reinforcements. It is
also capable of collectingaccurate and complete response
data to allow the tewber to modify the instruction when
the current stratqy or reinforcer does not work. One
authoring program. MACS I. has been especially designed
for students with severe disabilitim and provides the
teacher with control over many of these instruetional
variables.

Graphics
Many students with cognitive disabilities lack

abstraction capalattties and have diffIculties with VINual
closur= that ts they cannot visualize a complete figure
front a fragmented one. These findings have strong
implications for the types of materials presented to thme
stuthents. Including Information presented on a computer
screen, on videotapes, and on interactive veleodiscs.

Despite these limitations, graphics are being
Incorporated into the following technoktgy applications:

Computer-assisted tnstriwtion frequently woes graph-
ics to provide drill and practice in vocabulary, premath.
and early cognitive skills.

More elaborate uses of graphics are used to present the
learner with simulated experiences, such as nefruat-
ing city streets and pouring liquids into containers.

In alternative and augmentative communkation sys-
tems, pictures arc used to represent simple to complex
communication segments. WIwn paired with written or
spoken language. these pictures become the student's
communication repertoire.

Graphics are used to cue individuals for the correct
response or to train attention to the critical features of
the stimulus.
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Graphics are used as reinforcer% with no additional
meaning or value attached to them.

In all applications, however. ow is never sure awhat
the individual is seeing and what lamination is being
gained. Some pep* with severe dbabilitbs may see only
splashes of color and numment and may not comivehend
the intended meaning of the graphic. Trachms must use
cation in assuming too mixt and attributing qualities to
graphic materials that may on mast. Another romrtraint
to the use of high-quality wsphies teelnuftgies b their
high cast. They will, however, come down ta price in the
future and become awe commonplace in the classroom.
It is only a matter of time before many graphics
applicationsat lower costwill be developed for
stuthmts with severe or envfornd disabilities.

Speech Technologies
Like graphic% vmy little is known about how people

with severe cognittve disabilities perceive computer-based
speech.

There are two types of computer-based speech
prodmtion commonly used today speech synthesis and
digitized speech. Speech synthesis incorpontes veech
rules to translate written language into spoken language.
The English language has far too many ruks and
exception; fo those rules ibr any current speech synthesis
system to handle successfully. As a result of this
!Imitation, speech from meth a system is far from perfect.
typteally sounding robotlike, and containing many
mispronumiations. Digitized speech, on the other hand,
is digitally recorded human speech. which. when "played
back." produces humanlike speech output. The limitatkm
of this type of speech b that It requires indivtdual words
or phrases to be recorded, which are then patched
together to make sentewes. This technique produces
slow and choppy speech. The recording and stomp of
enough vocabulary to make a system flexible and more
uselld requires significant computer memory and thus is
considerably more costly.

Despite the limitations of currently available speech
technologies, they are being used in many instructional
application; for students with severe citsabilities. Speech
output la often incorporated into computer-assisted
instruction programs; km example. in the early language
programs from Laureate Learning Systems. Though it is
unknown if students really understand the words being
spoken, it is thought that the auditory signal may serve as
a cue for responding. Another instructkmal application
uses speech as a reinbreer. A corect response can elicit
a spoken response, which is hiply reinforcing to many
people. The MACS I authoring software leis orm program
phrases like "Very good" and "Mars great" in response
to a correct answer. A common. but noninstructional.
application is the provision of speech output for nonverbal
inderkluals.

fkunntarjr
To be able to incorporate these technological

applications, teachers need software and hardware that

can be customized to meet individual needs. The following
characteristics are desirable:

I. The Maly to select and create individualized out-
puts to activate a wide varkty of retnforcers.

2. "Smart" software that helps the teacher select gcxxi
rebfom ers. monitor performance. and suggest
revIsions when necessary.

3. Embedded expert systems to asaist with the record-
ins and analyzing of student errors.

4. Greater control over computer-generated prompting
technklues, reoviding methods for selecting and
evaluating prompttng strategfts.

Recommendations for their inclusion in products have
been made by researchers, but to date they are not
commis* available.

Comlusion
Tlw computer and technobgy applications for people

with severe or probund disabilities discussed tn *Ms
guide are by no means complete. Advancements in
*climb*, are occurring rapidly and offer time people
new opportunities every day. It ts important to remember
that computers and other Wclurobgical materials are
teas, and they should be used in whak.ver manner best
meets the indtviduars needs and offers hint or her the
greatest level of Independence possible.

With bigher-powered computers and the newer
video-based technologies, exciting instructional
applications will become more wallah*. However, tiwre
are still many issues and ethical concerns to be
considered when using technology with sindents with
severe and profound disabilities. These include weighing
the cost of the technolog against its effectiveness in
bringing the indWidual to a higher level of Independence.
There are many costs involved. Beyond the purchase of
the equipment. prasskInals aml caregivers have to be
trained, and equipment has to be maintained and
upgraded periodically. The issue of who should pay for
these benefits has not been adequately answered. If an
apogean* as tue school pays. who owns the tecknolegy?
Does it move with Ow student through the educational
Willem? Can ft be brought home? Many districts have
devebped policies to address these concerns, and federal
legislation is assisting states with these issues. However.
these issues must still be addressed before Implementing
technology with persons with severe disabilities.
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Resources-Organisations
Amadei= for Retarded Citizens, Bioengineering Pro-
gram, 2501 Ave. J. Arlington. TX 78008.

RESNA. 1101 Cemnecticut Ave. NW, Suite 700. Washing-
ton. DC 20036: 202/8574199.

TRACE Research and Development Center. 8-151 Weis-
man Center. University of Wisconsin-Madison. 1500 High-
land Ave.. Medina. WI 53705: 808-2824986.

United States Society kw Augmentative and Alternative
Communicatitm, Judy Montgomery. President, Fountain
Valley School District. 17210 Oak St.. Fountain Valley.
CA 92708: 714/857-1478.

Resources-Periodicals
Assisttve Technology. RESNA. 1101 Connecticut Ave.

NW. Suite 700, Washington. DC 20036: 2021857-
1199.

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (Jour-
nal!, %Mains & Wilkins. Publisher. 428 E. Preston
St., Baltlinsme. MD 21202-3933.

Journal qf Special &Wootton Technology. Peabody Col-
lege of Vanderbilt University. Box 328, Nashville. TN
37203.

Resources-Products
iffieroawitelsen, Computer Interfaces, and
Environmental Comma
AbleNet. AccessAbility, Inc,. 1081 10th Ave. SE. Minne-
spoke. MN 55414: 6121379-0956.

Don Johnston Develomental Equipment. Inc., P.O. Box
639, 1000 North Rand Blvd.. Bldg. 115. Wauconda. IL
60084: 708f528.2682.

Steven E. Kanor. PhD. Inc., 8 Main St., Hastings-on-Hud-
son. NY 10706: 914/478-0960.

TASH. Inc., 70 Gibson Dr.. Unit 12. Markham. ON Canada
L3R 4C2: 4181475-2212.
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Augmentative Communiesticm
IntroTolker. LightTaIker: Prentke Romich Company.
1022 Heyi Rd., Wooster, OH 44891: 216/282-1984.

Wolf. ScunWolg AdamLab, Wayne County Intermediate
School District. 33500 Van Born Rd., Wayne. MI 48184:
313/467-1415.

Softivare
Joystick Trainer, R.J. Cooper & Associates. 24843 Del
Prado, Suite 283. Dana Point. CA 92629: 7141240-1912.

Letter Recognition, Hartley Courseware. Inc., P.O. Box
419. Dimondale. MI 48821: 800/247-1380 517/546.
645a
Motor Datning Games. Don Johnston Developmental
Equipment. Inc.. P.O. Box 639. 1000 Rand Rd., Bldg. 115,
Wauconda, IL 60084-0639: 800/999-4660.

UCLSILALISD Intervention Project, 1000 Veteran Ave..
23-10 Rehab. Los Angeks, CA 90024. Attenbon: Kit Kehr.

The information in this Tech Use Outdo is in the public
domain. !Waders are encouraged to copy and share It. but
please credit the Cenktr for Special Education Technology.
Please many the Center of large quantity distributions.

Tech Use Guides on the following topics are available
from the Center upon request:

Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Computer Access
Cmnputers and Cooperative Learning
Computas and Writing
Emotional and BehavIrcal Disorders
Guide kw Parents
Guide fru it:lechers
Hearing Impairments
Learnft Disabilities
Mildly Handicapped
Preschool Children
Role of the Speech Therapist
Selecting Software
Severe and Profound Disabilities
Speech Techncdogies
Technology for Work. Home. and Leisure
Telecommunication Pktworks
Visual Impairments

This material was devekTed by the Center for Special
Education Technology under Contawt No. 300-87-0115
with the Office of Special Education Programs. U.S. De-
partment of Education. The content. however, does not
necessarily reflect the position or policy of OSEP/ED ani
no oincial erulorsement of the material should be inferred.
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